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Our leader opened the circle in the beautifully named...Kathu Central Drainage Area...I can't wait for a 
Run at the Sapan Hin Waste Disposal Incinerator! He thanked the Hares for a good Run.

RETURNERS in..six in total including Bill The Dick, first time in 13 years, Rain Man and his 
daughter, Gift, first time for nine years (Rainman, please bring her again, you don't have to come- just 
her!)

VIRGINS in... Four French (I
said..where do you keep getting these
new Frogs GM? ..some twat shouted
out...FRANCE!)..and a lone
Aussie...Fungus targeted the
girls...just for us!

RUN OFFENSES...for a change, I
kicked us off by calling in the
Hares...just how small can the HHH
signs get, as I showed them a stamp! I
stayed in to get Mind The Gap...on
the ice as she was guiding the bus
driver but fell asleep and consequently the bus was 10 minutes late! I gave her a map of Phuket to help 
next time! I then got in Teachers Pet in as I watched as her dog came out of the stinky, black water and 
I said..what dirty, black legs...she checked her own legs! Blue Harlot told TP to stay in and told a story 
about when they were in England and TP wanted to try the hottest of the hottest English/Indian 
curries..Phall (Birmingham invention!)...a table of 16 watched in horror as the waiter delivered it at 
arm's length and she downed it with a smile! BH said it tasted similar to when a Thai girl eats hot chilli 
and then pisses on you...yes we have all been there! SADG gets in the Hares and tells them they are 
lucky as the sun was not out today and there was NO shade on the Run, only open land...lucky Hares 
are always good Hares! He then got in Gift and tried as hard as he could to swop shirts with her, as she 
did not have a Hash shirt..alas, no take it off, put it on, what a letdown..her, not SADG!

HBYC...Slow Cunt is 75 years young today...has anyone told him?....HBYC!

STEWARD...Fungus came in with arms full of props...but first gets in Bill The Dick as he had asked 
what's the Down Down song for...just to get another free drink! Pole Position in next...he tells us this is 
what a US President would look like if it was a lady boy...then put a OBAMA face mask on Pole 
Position! J.C. and Paper in next. Fungus tells us that J.C. came home shit faced, with sick all over his 
shirt he gave her some money and told her that a man had puked all over his shirt..then gave her a 
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second 500 Baht note...what's that one for?...that's from the guy who had shit in my pants! Slow Cunt 
in now, Fungus tells us he got himself a new smart phone for the first time and had little idea how it 
worked..somehow he got his phone locked into the future by two days and only showed the last 
everything as Slow Cunt.  Everyone offering to help kept asking who is Slow Cunt?...how can a simple 
smart phone fox our Web Master!..Now for the props..Fungus asks us who do we want in the White 
House..and shows us extra large pics of...Mrs Obama..not looking too good...shouts of NO NO!   then 
an even less appetizing Mrs Clinton..again NO NO!..then a beautiful pic of Mrs Trump...yes, yes, 
yes!...vote over....TRUMP WINS!..great spot Fungus...thanks for the pics ( which SADG kept!)

RUN SHIRTS...a 25 Run shirt was given to Transporter...then a Black 400 Run shirt...take it off , put it
on?..it was a small shirt for a girl...yes, yes...in comes President and takes it off..but has WTFIA's 
plastic boobs on..false boobs and false hope! Even so, good fun, well done President!

HASH MUSIC..GM asks Bollox to teach all the French just how to sing our Down, Down 
song..Bollox make short shift of the Frogs....they are true, all
Bastards through and through...diddly, doddly, diddly lay..well
he tried his best!

DEPARTERS in..Only three including Dr Fucking Jekyll, who
is on his annual break to pick apples in the SW of
England..have a good trip Doc!

HARES in...Our Run Master, J.C. was not too impressed with
the Run but there could only be one HASH SHIT...Mind The
Gap for making the bus late when she fell asleep! GM closed
the circle in the dark!

ON, ON, NOT CLEAVER

SEE YOU ALL NEXT WEEK.


